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The Cup
Abstract
It was exquisite. She ran her finger across the cool eggshell china, then carefully, very carefully, and gently,
raised it by the delicate pink and perfectly rounded handle. It was as light as she had expected, and the
green lettering on its underside spelt the familiar 'Shelley'. Even from the doorway of the jumbled shop its
distinctive beauty had shone- the subtle pinks and greys meeting in wondrous flowers on the pristine
whiteness drew her closer with the desire to touch, to caress, to hold. Why did someone part with this
treasure, what history did it hold, what moments had it witnessed, to whose lips had it delivered refreshing
hot tea?
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The Cup
It was exquisite. She ran her finger across the cool eggshell china, then

carefully, very carefully, and gently, raised it by the delicate pink and
perfectly rounded handle. It was as light as she had expected, and the
green lettering on its underside spelt the familiar 'Shelley'. Even from the
doorway of the jumbled shop its distinctive beauty had shone- the subtle
pinks and greys meeting in wondrous flowers on the pristine whiteness
drew her closer with the desire to touch, to caress, to hold. Why did someone part with this treasure, what history did it hold, what moments had
it witnessed, to whose lips had it delivered refreshing hot tea?
Picture this: A white cane garden table set for tea. The newly polished
silver teapot - short and bulbous - filled with freshly brewed tea. Earl
Grey. A small plate of delicate, crustless sandwiches, another of dainty
pink-iced fairy cakes blending with the pastel glow of the tea-set. An
entire set of Shelley ware - the cups, the saucers, the plates - sitting,
sparkling, waiting. At the table, ensconced in a huge white cane chair a
young woman, dressed in white. Of course. The picture is pure and perfect. Starched ruffles crisply clothe her paleness, blonde fresh hair is swept
atop her head. Her body and face are composed, quiet, and also waiting.
Enter a tall young man, as dark as she is fair, his eyes alight. The whole
scene is now sparkling, the sunlight playing on the surfaces, beaming between the bodies, the embodiment of young love. He sits opposite. He
smiles, she smiles. Her name is Shelley, yes, and her loving family has
showered her with her namesake china over the years. The favoured piece,
a plate, sits upstairs on her dresser before a spotless mirror. On it gently
rests her gold locket and little birthstone ring each night as her head rests
on the be-frilled pillow. Perhaps soon another ring will join the precious
pile, doubly, triply precious. In the garden, the china between them commemorates her eighteenth year in the sun. Her loving, benign parents
courted over just such a tea-setting and remembered those days in the
name of their first born.
She lifts the teapot and pours with a practised, though shy, flourish. The
saucer and its partner are handed across to the ready hand of the suitor.
The overfull sugar bowl is offered. A waterfall of diamond grains splash
on the linen cloth, to the tinkling accompaniment of Shelley's laughter.
More golden smiles as the shell-like edge of the cups are brought to two
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pairs of lips. A sip. Two pairs of eyes reflect on the garden. She draws in
the prancing daffodils, the symbols of Spring and new beginnings, that
cluster under the mighty oak, the symbol of the past, of the unchangeability of time. His look encompasses the fresh green lawn and the several
children playing. Playing croquet. The little hoops and solid mallets blend
into the tea-time picture.
The boisterous youngsters are also playing chaperon though their eyes
are more interested in the unpredictable progress of the small red ball
than the slow, slow progress of two pairs of hands across the tea setting,
across the basket weave table, drawn closer and closer ... Four hands, two
fair and soft, two strong and controlled, play with two cups, finger light
bite-sized sandwiches, hesitate over tempting refreshments. Shelley lifts
the shelley once more to her moist lips. One of the stronger, darker hands
moves quickly, determined and sure. It clutches at its gentler counterpart.
It is sudden. It is electric. A gasp and the cup falls from Shelley's grasp
and falls, and shatters, shatters, shatters ...
She resolutely returned the cup to its saucer and turned to the other merchandise: the sturdy dresser mirror, a clutch of tarnished medals, a cabinet
of sentimental jewellery. Still alone in her thoughts she all but stumbled
into a huge mahogany table. The quality of the grain was transmitted
through the fingertips of the hand that she extended to steady herself. She
ran her fingertips further along the surface. A light layer of dust was lifted
in three long streaks. Beneath the dust the mahogany had a warm sheen.
Several bumps and abrasions, and one scratch that was almost a gouge,
attested to its history. No lightness and brightness and sentimentality; it
would have sat in a functional dining room. Heavy curtains, of velvet
q'Jality, would have hung solemnly from dulled brass rails, obscuring the
dancing sunlight. An equally solid sideboard would have stood to the
right, thick ankled beneath a dull painting - a slaughtered limp-necked
goose draped over more robust vegetable produce - perhaps a landscape,
dreary and beyond recognition as an actual geographical locality. Around
the table six, no eight, straight-backed, very upright chairs.
And seated on these chairs she could see a large family. A Victorian
couple with their six offspring. 'Mrs. Michaels, could you pass the salt' the
husband addressed the mother of his children. The salt in a dull silver
basin is dutifully passed to the head of the table. It passes from Mrs.
Michaels to Victoria to Harold to Jane to the large hand of the lord of the
household. It is sprinkled generously on his meal, very generously on the
roast goose, the relative of the subject of the painting above. There is
silence save for the masterly mastication of Mr. Michaels and the childish
chewing of unnaturally quiet young people. Yet there is a subtext gestures, movements, could that be whispering?
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The culprit is the youngest son. A youngest child holds a unique position, an honoured, treasured place in the scheme. Whether the charm and
art of manipulation are learnt early to survive the flux of a family's
inter-relationships, or whether the parents are merely too exhausted from
the sheer effort of rearing his sisters and his brothers to offer restraint,
whichever, the baby gets away with more mischief than most. This baby,
Arthur, age six, is disrupting the lower end of the dining table with impunity- though disrupting is an extreme description and only a relative
measure against the strained silence of the remainder of the company.
His small bottom is shuffling in the straightbacked chair. A mutter is
discernible: 'one, two, three, four ...' His bread plate is manoeuvred toward
the very corner of the table, his deep pudding spoon lifted and returned
at some distance from his place setting. Diagonally opposite Cecelia's
crockery and cutlery are dancing in step, though her body and lips are
calm. Their eyes are narrowed and piercing, their young jaws set for the
competition. It is an on-going dispute having begun in the upper room of
the house, the room called the nursery, the room miraculously cut adrift
from the noise free zone of the rest of the house. Arthur started it, but
Cecelia is a willing accomplice. At age eleven, she is the middle in a
stepping-stone of sisters, and is not normally in alliance with a sibling so
removed in age and gender. Nevertheless, they are together in this. It is
harmless. They are bored children, that is all. Cecelia had been dutifully,
if messily, embroidering her sampler. 'ABC 123 If I should die before I
wake Cecelia 1893.' In one corner she had decided upon an original addition to the schoolgirl format. A small red rose. Or, as Arthur loudly
pointed out, a rather messy knot.
'No, it is like the roses on the tablecloth' Cecelia retaliated, offended by
the baby, turning her anger at her lack of skill on to him. 'Is not.' He is
precocious, though not when it came to grammar. 'You gonna do sixteen
like on the cloth. Sixteen knots, sixteen knots.' In a brilliant strategic play
Cecelia countered, 'There are fifteen roses on the tablecloth.' That was the
beginning, and by dinner time, by the time the goose's skin was crackling
brown, it really mattered how many embroidered red roses sat clustered
before each of the family's place settings. They had each, all, spent many,
many silent dinners surrounded by these roses, had counted them countless times. Tonight they would count in earnest.
The tableware continues its strategic movement around the table. The
bowl of potatoes was almost upset and now tilts precariously against the
ornamental candle-holder. Gradually the little roses are given air, gradually the shadows give way to light.
Mrs. Michaels is not consciously aware of the war of the roses, and is
only dimly aware of the muttering, the manoeuvring, the thrown challenges. Yet her mind is on the roses. Maybe her children's antics have
inserted them and the memories simply followed. Those endless evenings
of waiting. Mrs. Michaels had the same natural ability as her daughter
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when it came to embroidery- she felt she was not very good at anything,
but Mr. Michaels said that was fitting. Still, she had painstakingly stitched
every part of the cloth that now lay so functionally before her family ... Her
own mother had set her upon the project during her courting days, that
heady summer when they were both young, when he was less gruff, less
pedantic, less ... She looked down the table at her husband now. More
gruff, more pedantic, more... She retreated to the memories. To pass the
waiting evening hours until his visits, she would sit by the window, a sentinel eager to catch the first possible glimpse of his long legs and jaunty
step as he rounded the corner into her street. The embroidery lay more
often in her lap than in her hands, and Mr. Michaels was as eager as her
eyes through the window, so the cloth was not finished by the time their
families gathered in the stone church and he promised to love and
honour, and she vowed to obey. Marriage was not an end and the waiting
rontinued. Waiting until he returned each evening, waiting nine long
months until Victoria blessed their home with her arrival. Now surely she
was complete - a husband, a child ... The tablecloth with its roses was
completed after several more years, several more children, after very few
more blessings. And here it was on their solid mahogany table, and here
was her family gathered around it. Mr. Michaels was enjoying his goose,
V"lctoria was looking pretty, perhaps she should start a cloth, and Simon
be in longtrousers, she must mention it to Mr. Michaels again. Her
continued to scan the table and were arrested by the disarray of servdishes and cutlery. What were Arthur and Cecelia doing?
she could voice this question a booming voice from the netherend
ed an answer for her. Cecelia was startled, but Arthur, so intent
counting, was stunned. His knife, temporarily and inexpertly
in his chubby left hand, scudded across the cloth. It was thin from
ears of usc, from many harsh washes on the scrubbing board. It
it toce, little ced mses lay strnnded on eithec side of the schism.
rent went deep, beneath the fabric, beneath the polish ...

E
·

did not want to imagine the reaction to the mishap, but as she ran her
once more over the table and down through the gouge she could
a little voice: 'It was sixteen, it was sixteen.'
own little voice of curiosity wandered over embroidery and lace and
and linen and sure enough, at the back of the shop, the starched
of antique material hung and beckoned. It was a popular buy
M'sand 90's. The upwardly mobile do not have comfortable grandfrom whom to inherit beautiful pillowcases, dainty handkerchiefs,
rich table cloths; they buy their nostalgia in antique shops, at
prices. No, she would not allow her imagination free amongst
[IDRiless, the purity. It did not matter who cried into the lace handkerand sobbed into the pillowcase, who spilt wine on the linen tableand why. But what balls, what handsome cavaliers, what waltzes
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had the gloves in the brimming hatbox been to, seen, danced. Some still
lay in pairs, a few hid in the pile alone, testament to some adventure,
some mishap, or merely someone's forgetfulness and neglect. Long fingers
of black searched upward through the pile, brazen and shocking amidst
the youth and purity of pearl and cream and white. Was that the owner's
intention? To shock? She plucked it from the pile and its partner emerged
with it. In her hands, in the light, they took on a funereal tone. The possession of the wanton or the widowed?
There was little colour in this corner; only the clean and white remnants
of wardrobes seemed to be put up for sale. Where was the more functional clothing of ancestors, the dirt brown to hide the dust, the dull red
to camouflage the stains of living? Gone, their lives too well lived? Flicking and fingering through the jumbled rack she felt the textures of the uniform white: the softness of long life, the harshness of starch, the itch of
lace; until she came to the christening dress. It was so small, so very small,
hanging there awkwardly on a cheap pink plastic hanger, a throw-out
from one of the modern, truly off-the-rack children's department stores.
Though tiny across the shoulders, it hung from the rail as long as its
petticoat neighbour. And though dainty in its proportions it was as elaborately detailed as a traditional wedding dress. The neckline rose in a soft
ruffle of lace, the short, puffed sleeves ended in a similar gather. The
bodice was wonderfully embroidered, cream thread and pearls on cream
silk, the pattern reaching down to the hem. The attention to detail
extended to the seams. Her mother would have called them nightdress
seams, the edges turned in to each other to avoid any rough irritation.
Someone must have truly loved the child. The richness of the little baptismal frock had a professional feel, so the parents were wealthy and could
afford to show their love in this very material way.
Which did not detract from the young mother's caring and commitment,
her unconditional love for the babe lying lightly in her arms. Her heartbeat was erratic beneath her own more-than-Sunday-best attire, yet the
child was peaceful, asleep and content, oblivious to the pomp and ceremony being enacted in his honour. It was only a small church and could
never achieve the pomp of St Paul's or Westminster Cathedral. She'd left
that behind in London, to come to this new world, to be with her
husband, to have this beautiful child. The ceremony was cloyingly High
Church, full of ritual and spiritual comfort - so far from the dust and
immediacy of their homestead. The hymn roared to an end and the Minister approached the font in a cloud of incense. Her son's minute nostrils
twitched at the invasive, sickly odour, but calmed back to sleep. Soon she
would have to hand the bundle to Reverend Jones, taking care to manoeuvre the long and graceful dress, taking care not to startle the little one.
For one last long moment she gazed into his face, etching into her mem·
ory the soft black lashes resting against silken cheek, the pale lips sucking
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slightly and unconsciously, the ear tiny and shell-like. Irresistibly her hand
was drawn, and softly, lightly, with infinite love and tenderness, she
stroked her baby's cheek.
How silly, how foolish, how could she? She swept the one tear from her
own cheek and silently chastised herself for this incomprehensible surrender to useless sentimentality. A dress, a child, who cared? She would
not succumb again of course. The cool, sharp, uncompromising extravagance of an ornate teacup was more to her character she decided as she
made her way back to the clutter of china on the shelf top. It really was
beautiful. The lines and elegance of 'Shelley' would always appeal.
'It is superb.' She started as the saleswoman echoed her own thought
from close at hand. Composed immediately, she discussed the china amiably and knowledgeably, 'Shelley', 'Royal Daulton', 'Wedgwood' ...
'You must have quite a collection' the bespectacled saleswoman admired.
'Well, oh, yes' she stumbled. 'I've bought a few pieces over the years.'
But how could she ever explain about her collection? Who would believe
her anyway?
'And this lovely set, are you interested in adding it to the rest?'
Oh yes, and oh no. There was no point in this any more. She lost interest
and disengaged from the saleswoman with consummate skill, leaving no
bad feeling of a sale lost, merely the glow left by companionable chatter.
She left the Antique Market slowly, steadily. Once outside and out of
sight her shoulders went up, her head down, and her step quickened as
she moved back to reality. I ler mind jolted with every tread. To own such
a small treasure, to be able to gaze on its beauty every day was all she
wanted. She wanted to buy it, she needed the comfort of its beauty, but
she could never take it back to the house. Not to him. He'd already destroyed everything she'd ever loved. First he lashed out at her, leaving
bruises and broken skin, the blue marks of his violence always in places
that could be conveniently covered in the office, always so controlled in
his uncontrollable rages. Always so sorry, so sympathetic afterwards. She
was not stupid: she shouted, she threatened to tell. lie grew more subtle
after her mother questioned a bruise on her thigh. Then he learnt that destroying the things she loved caused more pain and heartache than mere
bodily harm. The china was first. All those pieces she'd got together over
the years, her proud little collection, they shattered one by one. The first
cake plate went when she didn't have dinner ready on time, the Art Nouveau coffee pot when she'd talked to his brother too long at the Christmas
party, a piece for not enjoying a film, it was too painful to list, but she
remembered it all, each fragment she swept up. The slaps and crockery
was not enough: the furniture was gauged and broken. No-one came to
visit any more; neither would allow them. Once, just once, she left. And
returned from a chorus of disbelieving heads-she was upset at loosing
the baby that was all, and angry, she didn't mean the things she said
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about her attentive, understanding husband who called every day.
Samson, her ginger tom was not at home to greet her return. A warning.
She'd loved that cat.
She stopped buying antiques long ago.
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